
Megalux TCS912
TCS912 2xTL-D32W/840 EB C5

2, MASTER TL-D, 32 W, 840 neutral white, Electronic, High-

gloss optic double parabolic

Featuring an elegant, compact design, Megalux luminaires are specially designed for

use with TL-D tubular fluorescent lamps of 16 or 32 W. Ideal for indoor use such as in

offices or commercial areas. Available in recessed and surface-mounted versions,

they can be recessed in any type of ceiling (plaster or paneled). Two optic options

provide the freedom to create projects that are fully integrated into the environment

while also providing efficient and economical lighting. They are easy to install and

the ballast is accessed from below without the need to remove the luminaire from

the installed location.

Product data

General Information

Lamp family code TL-D [MASTER TL-D]

Gear EB [Electronic]

 

Light Technical

Number of light sources 2

Light source color 840 neutral white

Optic type High-gloss optic double parabolic

 

Operating and Electrical

Power Consumption 32 W

 

Product Data

Order product name TCS912 2xTL-D32W/840 EB C5

Full product name TCS912 2xTL-D32W/840 EB C5

Full product code 820619255441

Order code 820619255441

Material Nr. (12NC) 820619255441

Numerator - Quantity Per Pack 1

Numerator - Packs per outer box 1
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Dimensional drawing

Dimensões em mm:

TCS 912

Megalux TCS912
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